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*FOREWORD

\Ilwas not the deliberate intent of U .S . housing policy to siphon the
,

middle classese-tOgether With their portable tax potentials, off to the
suburbs and to bequeath to many of the older central cities a deepened
concentration of poverty. Somewhere along the line, what had..been
envisaged as a fundamental good had become tainted by inadvertent
and unpredicted consequences. These -onseqt .nces might have been
avoided or managed more easily if there h. b n a fuller understanding
of how people behave in housiq markets and how their pref

a
ences.IF

constraints, nd .capabilities interact with place to determine th nature
.
of the neighborhoods and communities they live in.

This second title in the Institute's .Perspectives on Housing series
examines the human and locatkmal factors that influence the patterns
of residential mobility in.metropolitari areas, since that is where the:

majority'of residential moves are made anill that is also the arena where
the cities and suburbs compete for population. Some of thefindings are of
special interest. Contrary to general opinion,.for example, only one move
in 20.is.motivatekl by neighborhood considerations such as sthpols, race,

. or crime, while most moves are,telated to dwelling needs-or changes in
marital status. The patterns of residential moves are also much tighter
than tine might expect: (f all residential moves, four out of five Ike either
within the central city; or within the,suburbs, and over a third ff1) not go

4/Y out of the neightx;rhOod. Even the search for a new residence does not
generally stray far from the old one.

In reaction to thccdntinuing evolution pf America's urban areas, the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 listed the following
aims: ( I) to reduce."the isolation, of income groups within communities
and geographic areas," (2) to promote "an increase in .the diversity and

ititality..14 neighborhoods through tbe spatial deconeent rat ion of housing
opportunities for persons of, lower income," and (3) to sevitalize "de-
teriorating or deteriorated neighborhoods to attract persons of higher,
income." As this study points out, the Act appears to urge that suburbanihousing.opportunities be provided for the central city poor:and th
Measures be taken to induce the movement of the middle erasses to e
central city. It isnot an easy prescription tolollow, and different pioblems
are faced in facilitating the outwardpovement of the poor and, the middle
class movement into the city. ACtions to promote population redistribu-
tion in urban areas require delicate balancing and go likely to lead tq
conflict between policies to help people and those to" help places. This
study addresses these Cssues and offers a perspective.on possible.answers.

,...
William Gorham, Presideht

The Urban Institute
11

Washington, D.C.



INTRODUCTION
-

dr

By moving from placi';to place wi in a +metropolitan area, house-
holds change not only their housin , but also the nature ofineigh-
borhoods. Fok the moVers, the -r ults of the relocation Aay. , be
tanneownership, a better location, or some other, housing adjustment.
Although the effects on places are mdre subtle, the iiiipact of residetitiaL
mobility on the si/e and composition of a 4ighborhood's or commu.-`
-pity's population is a prime determinant of an area's economic and
soda well-being. -

Residential mobility is, then,_a key ingredient of change for phices
as well as for paple. As such, mobility becomes important to public
policy, since attainment of -a decent home for all Americans and the
keservation and revitalization of the nation's citiel are expressed na-

.. tional goals and.the objectives`of many federal, state, and local pro-
grams. To pursue these national objectives effEctively, policymakers
must understand urban residential mobility and how public policy is
influencing or could influence mobility patterns.

'This paper emphasizes moves occurring within metropolitan, area(
rather than moves between regions or between &ban, and rural areas.
The causes of local moves and long-distance moves are somewhat dif-
ferent, as are their consequences and policy linkages.

Note: TJte author .is gratef I to Morton Isler and John C. Welcher
for their helpful comments n earlier versions of this paper.

.;
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URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY: PLACES
Moves between Cities and Stiburbs .

Well-publicizeck statistics on
/ population change in metropolitan areas

document the trend in the 1970s toward depopulation of some of the
largest and oldest metropolitan areas. Ten of the nation's twenty-five -
largest Standard Metropolitan Statistical 'vast (SMSAs) 'and nearly
One out of every six SMSAs nationwide si population in the first half
of the 1970s. The populations of many ther metropolitan areas have

,
either remained stationary or increased only minimally. ,.

In an era of reduced metropolitan population growth, comptation4

betwe n cities and suburbs for residents has become a higher-stakes
game; s ce it can no longer be expected that pity dwellers who move to
the subu. s will be ',heed by immigranM from nonmetropolitan areas
or froth abroadAt is a game the ceptral cities have been losing (table 1).
Central cities as a group had 2.1 million fewer residents in 1976 than

Table 7
METROPOLITAN POPULATION GROWTH

Residence

.J-

Average.Annual Percentage.Change
In Population

1970 to 1976 1960 to 1970

Metropolitan areas :7 _1.5

In central cities,. .6 .6 1'

Outside central" cities 1.6 2.4

SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population Profile of the United States:
1976, Current Populatla Reports, Series P-20. no. 307 (Washington.
GsC.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977).

I. Except. in NeW England, an SMSA is a cbunty or group of contiguous coun-
ties which contains at least one "central city" of 50,000 inhabitants or more, or
"central cities" With a combined population Of4at least 50,000. In whition to -the
county, or counties, containing such a. city or cities, contiguous counties are in-
clude d. in an SMSA if, "according to certain criteria, They are essentially metro-
politan in character and are socidlly and economically integrated with the central

- cOunty. In New England, ShISAs tonsist Of towns and cities, rather than counties.
ollioUnless. otherwise nOted, thp metropolitaii- population in this paper is based on

SMSAs as defined in the 1970 census and Acres not inelude any subsequent addi-
tions or changes. "Suburbs" refers to the portion of the SMSA outside the central
city or cities:

3



4 URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

in 1970. In some instances, the decline in central-city populations has
been substantial. 4I'he population of the city of St. Louis, for example,
dropped by 10 percent durieg just the firstIhree years of the seventies.

Net movement out of central cities is responsible for the decline in
urban population observe& during the seventies. Seven million more
people moved out of central cities in the first- half of the decade than
moved in, and this loss was not completely offset by natural population
increase. At middecade, nearly two-thirds of central-city population loss
resiqted ' from moves to the suburban ring of the same metropolitan
area (table 2). Thus, most population loss by central cities is not part of
some regional shift or movement out of metropolitan areas. Rather, it
stems from city residents' choqsing to move to the suburbs and from
suburbanites' choosing not to move to the city. .

Table 2 ,
MOVERS INTO AND OUT OF CENTRAL CITIES: 1975-76

(Thousands)

All movers out el central cities 4,605

iAll movers into central cities
Totarnet outflow from central cities

2,650

Components

Movers Out to suburbs of same SMSA 2,419

Movers in from suburbs of same *SA 1,162

Net outflow from central cities 1,257
as percentage of total net outflow 640/0

Movers out to sub-urliii of different SMdA 1,060

Movers in from suburbs'of different SMSA 660 4

Net outflow from central cities 420
as percentage of total net outflow 22%

Movers out to nonmetropolitan areas 1,106

Movers from nonmetropolitan areaS 1128 11.

Net outflow from central cities 278
as percentage of total net outflow 14%

Total net outflow from central cities 1,965 po%

SOUTICE: U.S. "Bureau of the Census, Geographic Mobility: March 1975 to
March 1976, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, no. 305 (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977).

NOTE: During this period, 992,000 individuals moved from the -central city
of one SMSA to the central clty of another. Table also excludes mi-
grants to and from abroad.
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Table 3
COMPONENTS OF CENTRAL-CITY POPULATION
LOSS THROUGH MOVES, BY REGION: 1975-76

(Percentage Distribution)

Component Northeast'

Net moves 6ut to
suburbs of same

_

'Northceptral South West

SMSA 35 72 74 114
Net movement to

suburbs of other
SMS,8A in region 24 *,i 2 7 12

Net moves out to
nonmetropolitan
areas in region' 3 16 25 5

Net movement out
_ of region 3I3 10 6 21

Total 100 100 100 100

Total net move-
ment out as
percentage of
city population 1.8 2.9 - 3.3 3.2

SOURCE: U.S. Burimu of the Census, Geographic Mobility: k March 1975 to
March 1976.

Cities'in all four regions of the country are losing more people through
moves dian, they are gaining (table 3). In the Northeast, where many
of the declining cities are located, more of the city population loss was
'attributable-to =Yves out of the region than in other areas of the nation;
thit even there, nitrly 60 percint of the loss resulted from moves to
suburbs within the same region. Surprisingly, the cities of the 'South,
West, and Northcentral regions are losing people through moves at a
'easter rate than' are4he 'cities of the Northeast. In the West, city popu-
litticiri ihcrease throUgh net movement into the regiotrand from western
nonmetrpolitan aress only partialliroffseth thelarger net,outflow of city
dwellers' to the subutbs. The rate of net movement out of the cities at

i -dec4de increased over the rate for the first half of the decade, from
nnual average of 2.5 percent out-Movement during 1970-75 to 3.3

p rcept in 1975-76.
rAll ;segments of the populatiOncOntributed to the movetnent out of

ill\ cities at middecade, aIthough- at different rates (table 4). Whites

I -



.6 URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

Table 4
RATE OF MOVEMENT OUT OF CENTRAL CITIES: 1975-76

t

. Population Otoup
- -

All central city, residents
age:

Gross
Departure
-Rate`.!

. --
Net

Departure
Rate.°

3.3Z.7

1-19 9.4 3.7
20-34 21.2/ 8.5
35-64 1 5.0 2.8
65+

-
2.3 1.1

Ethnicity: white f, 9.0 3.9
black 3.4 1.3
SpanIsh/Amerlban 6.0 3.0

Presence ofichlidren, for family heqds
under 55 years of age:

Family heads without children 9.5 4.9
Family heads with children 7.0 3.7

Receipt of public assistance in past year:
. Family hbads receiving

public assistance 5.5 1.4
Family heads notreceiving

public assistance 7.7 3.9

Annu9I Income for males age 16-1-`:
$O-10,000 6.5 3.2

10,000-24,999 6.7 3.5
254100+ 5.6 2.0

Education, for population 18 and older:
High school er less 5.1 2.7 -
More than high school 8.2---

SOURCE:U.S. Bureau of the Census, Geographic Mobility:
March 1976. .

a. "Gross departure rate" is defined as movers out of central cities during the
12 Tronths preceding March 1976 as a percentage of -the population of that
type in central cities In March 1976. -

b. "Net departure rate" Is defined as movers out of central cities minus movers
Into central cities during the 12 months preceding March 1970 as a percent-

_

.
age of the populatIon In central cities In March 1976."

, c. Figures are ekcluslve ofemoves between central cities and nonmetropolitan
areas.

vl. All rates are excluiive of moves to and from abroad. .

----.4.....
.

. 4. . .?
-

are Moving out at a net rate three times greater than blacks, and goung
adtilts, are moving out at a faster rate than any other age grouP, thus
leaving the cities' population older and blacker. On the other hand,
moves may not, at the present time, be leaving thc. cities with markedly

4i t ,

March 1975 to

12



Urban Residential Mpbility: Places 7

toorer populations. For exantle, the net demirture rate for:dult males
is lowest for those with the highest income: Adults with the most edu-
cation do leave the city at an above-average rate, but the, differential is
not 100. Perhaps most surprisingly, nlonal figures do not support the
common perception that families *ith childrevare especially likely,

to move away from cities.

41
Population loss has ominous implications for the economic and so-

ial well-being of cities. Fewer people remain to support the eity's tax
ase, but thee city's ability io cut back on public expenditures is typically

'limited. The figures in table 4 imply that, at the present time, the in-
,*cctleasthg poverty of the cities is due re to th nu ber f e lemo e m o p op
..1 Ming the city than to their income levels and earnings potential.

.Froin a social perspective, white flight from cities to suburbs leads to
a tlIngerous iacial polarization which magnifies traditional rivalries and
disputes between city and suburban communities. One of the hallmarks
of urban development over.ttie yast 30 years has been white flight from
Central cities to suburbs. It is difficult to detertnine how much of the
'white flight is racially motivated and how much is due .to expanding
hotising and employment opportunities in the suburbs. An. argument

9

can be made that the combiration of housing-markev conditions, black
rural-to-urban migratjon, and racial attitudes that promoted the white
movement to the suburb,bduring the 1950s no longer exists, and that
"the current white flight is largely a response to deteriorating economic
and environmental conditions, within central cities" [7]. Whatever the
current cause, the net movement of whites out_of central cities is clearly

continuing.

13'ack to the City?

More than twice as many.people are moving out of central cities to their
suburbs than' are mOving in. Nonetheless, the counterfitow from subilrb

to city is sub'stantial, with ctver a million people making this move in
1976 aloke. The "back-to-the-city" movemeitt has raised both hopes
anti-fear§ in the last few years: Some' see this trend as a real boon to
central cities, stemming the -title of population decline, racial segrega-;
tion, .and a shrinking city tax base. Others view, the backzto-the-city
movement as a threat to the city'i poor and minorities, who'are in
danger of being ditiplaced by the influx of suburbanites.

The debate over the back-to-the-city movement is hampered by a
n bir of popular misconaptions. The first misconception is that the

oyement is a recent development. While it is true that the number' of
suburb-to-central-city movers has increased somewhat over the past 20

years, the increase has occurred bedause of the growing number ot

1 3
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10.Able 5
SUBURB-TO-CIT MOVES: 1955-60, 1965-70, 1970-75

(Thousandsi

lt.
Areas

Time Period Included

Movers from
Suburbs to

Central City
of Same

Metropolitan
Atea

Suburban
Population
over Age 5

at End
of Period

Movers/
Population .

1955-60
. -

1965-70
-

1965-70

1970-75

fMSAs with
population
250,000+

SMSAs with
population
250,000+

All SMSAs

All SMSAs

1,216

11827

'42,104

2;123

z

42,394

62,193

69,116

75,257

029

sin
.030

.028

SOURCES: U.S. Bureau of the Census,,,Mobillty for Metropolitan Areas, U.S.
Census of Poputatkin: 4960, Subject Reports, Final Report PC(2)-2C
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963): U.S.
Bureau of the Consult, Mobiliti for Metropolitan Areas, U.S. Census
of Population: 1970,,Subject Reports, Final Report P0142)-2C (Wash-

'Ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1973)1 U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Mobility of the Population of the United States:
March 1970 to March 1975, Cu ent Population R ports, Series P-20,
no. 285 (Washington, U. Government Prirting Office, 1975).

NOTES: Duo to changes in SMSA d finitions between i9b and 1970, areas
included in figuros for 1955-60 are not Identical to those for large

4*SMSAs, 1965-70. Figures for all SMSAs 1965-70 and .1970-75 are
based on 1970 SMSA definitions and are' comparable. Movers
are defined as residents of suburbs at beginning of period who
moved and-resided In central city of same metropolitan area at end
of period. Since suburban population over age 5 at end qf period is
only an approximation of the population "at risk" of moving to the
central city during the period, movers/population should not be
interpreted as 'a mobility rate. It dlustrites only the relative mogni-
tudes of the two groups,

suburbanites and not because any given suburbanite is more likely now
than-before to move to the city (table 5).

The second misconception is that the white, childless professional is_
the backbone of the back.-to-th-city movement. Most of the movers
from 'the suburb's to the cities are neither childless nor professional
(table 6). Because of the small number of black suburbanites, most
movers into the city are in fact white,. but the rate at which black
suburbanites moved into the city in 1975 was twice that of whites.
Except for race and avsage age, tpe back-to-the-city movers are quite

it 4
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Alk ?Table 6
CHARACTERISTICS OF CENTRAL-CITY POPULATION

AND OF MOVERS FROM SUBURBS TO CENTRAL CITY
OF 4AME SMSA: 1975-76

/uburb-to- Entire
C9ntral-City Central-City

Mover.s Population

Percentage black . 10 23 .

'Percentagb of family heads
(under age,55) with children 65 70

Percentage of Workers ,,

professional or technical 19 16
. .

Percentage u_nii9r age 35 79 57

Median years of school
completed by population
age 18 aniover

Uuvinploiment rate
. .(population oVer age.16)

Percentage of family heads
recOlving AFDC or general

12.8, 12.4

12 9

state and local welfare payments 13 10

SOVRCE: U.S.' BureaU of .the Census, Geoghiphic Mobility: March 1975 to
March 1976.

a .

similar to those already in the city. Contrary to popular opinion, suburb-
: to-city;moves. do not _substantially raise the average socioeconomic

status of city populations. The percentage of male workers who are
- professionals and the average level of gchooling are only marginally

highei among suburb-to-city movers than among_other city residents.
In fact, these movers often place additional burdens on cities, since they
are. more likely to bc unemployed and recipients of AFDC or other
general public assistance than are people already in the central cities.

A third misconception is that the purchaseand revitalization of older
central-city homes that ,:has been observed in the' 1970s is largely at-
tributable to rifUgees from the suburbs. On the contrary, 70 percent of
households tpot purchased homes in the central cities in 1973 and 1974
were moving from another place in the central city. Only 11 percent of
the central-city bilyers were moving in from the suburbs [13]..

To . put this disCussion of city/suburb pftmlation \exchanges into
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..

persptctive, it should be noted that mq moves occur within the centyl
, city or within the syburbs. Only one metropolitan mover out of five

crossp the central-city boundary. This inKcates the tendency for MOWS

to be of short .distance, since if all dwellipgs in the metropolitan aroa
had an equal chance of selection by all movers, half of the metropolitan.;
movers nationwide waild be expected to cross the boundar4.

Summary 'statistics on metropolitan residential mobility nationwide
mask sub§tantial differences in mobility patterns across areas. The mo-
1;ility rate itself exeniplifies these differences. To cite wo exicemes, 30
percent of-the households in the Dallas, Texas, metropt itan area moved.
in 1973, whereas only 15 percent of the households in th.. ; I. , ew.,
York, SMSA mox,ed that year. In general, gro,;ing ietr olitan areas(
have more mobile p.opulations than do stagnant ( declining areas.
This is partially a maqer of definition, since growing me. ropolitan areas.
tend to grow becauScof in-migration. However, those in-migrants con-
tinue to move, within the area, at rates higher than those of otherwise
comparable honseholds ilin other metropolitan areas [101.

The locatigns favored by movers vary across SMSAs as well, and
movement from city to suburb is vot always Ihe dominant flow. For
example, in the Phoenix, Arizona, Metropolitan area in 1974, as .many .

.households moved from the suburgs to the city of Phoenix as moved
out from the city to the suburbS. In contrast, during The same period,
four households moved from Ilhe pty to, the 'suburbs of Newar,k, New

/ Jersey, for every &le 'moving in. ...

--
-'Residential Mobility and the Holising StocV

The mobility behavibsof a metropolitan area"s population affects local'
housing-market conditions and in turn is,affecjed by those'Conditions. One
linkage is through "filtering," the process by ytt,.hich middle- and lower-
income families improve their housing by moving to residences vacated
by higher-income households who move into n wly c stv.ftted units.
There is some disagreement on whether low-inc e'h sehads actually A

benefit (in the sense of receiving more housing pe dollar spelt) in (he
long run from theifiltering process or if it is just a rt-run benefit that
disappears as the market adiusts to the lower. pur power of the
unit's new occupants by reducing the quality of service p ovided by cad'
Unit [16T.

Whether or noi long-run hou4ng improyernent results from the filter-
ing pfocess, it is clear that moves by different households are interde-

Vendent links in a chain. A move by one household creates revanancy
which another household fills, and so on. A national study in the mid;
sixties traced back from recent movers into new houses and apart-.

1 6
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v. Table 7
METROPOLITAN HdUSINP TURNOVER RATES,

. BY (SNIT CHARACTERISTICS
s

Unit Characteristic Turnover Rate (%)

*ft

9
36

Tenure i
Owner-occupied units
Renter-occupied units

Year structure built

, 1972-73 69

197041 23

1960-64 18

1950s . 13

.1940s 14 k

Before 1940 16

,Niimber of rooms
1-2 36

3-4 30

5-6 14 ,
7-10 11

11+ 14

Valu6 (owner-occupied units only)
S 1,14,999- 5

15,000-24,999 8

25,000f3,9,999 10

. 40,000+ 11

Monthly rent + utilities (renter-occupied units only)
IC$ 1-99 25

100-199 38

200-299 41

&10+ 39

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1973 National
AnnUal Housing Survey, public use files.

NOTE: tTurnover rate" is defined as the percentage of occupied units Into
which a household head moved In the preceding \12 months Ian ap-
proxImptIon of the percentage of units thaty came onto iht) market
and Were bought or rented during the past year).The high turnover
rate for newly .constructed units reflecte '. moves-in by the Initial
residents.
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i ments [14]. It was found that three -and one-half moves were induced
by each move into a newly constructed unit and that moves in each stage
of the chain were typically to more expensive housing. Newly con-
structed units were generally occupied by .higher-income households.
But for every 1,000 new units constructed, 333 loW-income households

0 eventually moved as part of the chain reaction, usually to more expen-
sive hotising. ,

Newly constructed hoirsing is elatively ininor component of the
supply of options available to prospeciive movers, as implied by the1

numbers above. Stittistics on metropolitan housing nationwide show that
enly 27 percent of the units into which households moved in 1974 were

, kess than four years old. Of course, new construction is more important
...,in growing ateas. For example, in Orlando, Florida, fully 48 percent of

thF dwelliug units into which households moved in 1974 were builf':.
I daring the preceding four years.

' Metropolitan areas with high mobility rates generally offer more
housing options to prospective movers, since more .of their dwelling

,units become available during any specified time period." The broader t

range of options may allow movers to obtain a better approximation...of
the vecific 'combination \I f dwelling unit, neighborhood, and locatiou
features f hey seek. But hi h turnover rates do-not assure high vacancy
rates and an eask housing search. High-tnobility areas are often also/
rapid-growth areas with' tight hbusing Marikets. Units may ehangesiccu-

. .

pants frequently yet be vacant for only a short period, with the result

. that the options av'ailable to the searcher on any given day are limited
and the competition for vacancies is sever.

Different types of housing, unjts within metropolitan areas.turn over
at varying ratesa mat otatiOn of the different mobility propensities

s. of the people who tend to cupy them. \Metropolitan rental units are
four times EgA ikely, as owner-occupied nits to change occupants over
a 12-month period (table 7). Old dw ling units, often inhabited by
low-mobility' older people, turn 'over le often 'than neWer units. Large
units turn over less: frequently than1smttIl, predominanpy 'rental, units,
and, in general, the more expensive a. house or apartment the more
recently it-has been on-Ve market. . .'

. .
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Who MoVes' .

N

By inteniational standards, the U.S. population is rather footloose.fC rent figdres indicate that each American can expect to move during

l different years of his life. lu ten of those years, the move will be
local 115). Of the metropolitan population, .about 18 percent move in

a, year, aria tito-thirds of the moves are to another place in the same
metropolitan area.

elThe moves that oCcur in metropolitan areas are not evenly distributed
across the population( Some individuals are more likely to move than
others. Specifically, two overlapping.groups are responsible for most of4

the movesyAmg people and renters.
Moving is a behavior of the young. Half of the moves an individual

undertakes in his lifetime occur during the first third of his life, by age
26. persotA,rder age 35 aro almost three times as likely to move 'in a
given year as-are those over 35. This age pauelm characterizes long-
distance, as well as,local, movers (figure 1). ..

'The decision-Aaking unit for a move can Ite an entire household or
an individual. (Sometimes an individual is a household:) Chikiken's
mobility decisiOns are made by their parents. Young children, whos

parents are typically in their. twenties anti thitties, have higher mobility
rates than do older children, whose pare-ins, also tend to be older and
less prone to move.

# .

Young adults move more often than older people becadsethey have

more reason to moge. Indeed, the'beginning of an individual's young
adulthood is-usually marked by his departure ;Tom his parents' home.
The economic and sotial status of young *adults fluctuates often, and
frequent 'housing adjustments must be made to accommodate ,these
fluctuations. Income and family size are likely to change during young
adulthoo4, -and marriages and divorces, most of which involve 'indi-
viduals wilder age 35, are common dining this period [21].

*
In addition to.having more reasons to move, young adults often have

little ieason not to move. They do noChave to worry about uprooting
their childrenlrom their school and friends, and-they usultlly 1pck the

-strong psychological attachment to a home peneighborhood that deters
some older peeyle from meving.

Sixty-one Orcent of li S. metropolitan households own the housin
they occupy. But the bu (75 percent) of the moves that take pbi
within mbtropoli n area are by renters. Renters are about folic times
as likely, to mo .in any y as ers nre. Renters are not deterred

13
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Figure 1
PROBABILITIES OF INTRACOUNTY AND INTERCOUNTY MOVES, BY AGE: ,

MARCH 19175-MARCH 1976
Percentage
moving

50

30

20 --

All moves

Intracounty moves

Intercounty moves

25 30 15 40 45 50 55 60 63 70 75+

Age

dOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Gleographic Mobility: March 1975 to March 1976.
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from moving by the sizable transaction costs that owners face, which

can easily amount to 10 percent of the sales price. And renters are
disproportionately younger adults, wholas noted abovc have high mo-

bility propensities.
While an almost identical percentage of blacks and whites move eac14

.year, whites are more likely than blacks'to migrate from one area to an-

, other, whereas blacks are somewhat more likely to move withfp metro-

,politan areas. Seventeen percent of blacks who remained within a
metropolitan area moved in 1975,- compared to 12 percent of whites.
The higher local mobility rate of blacks is attributable to their below-
average rate of homeownership [81.

High-income households have below-average propensities to move
within metropolitan areas, largely because of their high rate of hothe-
ownership and their older household'heaas. In 1975, 20 percent of the
heads of metropolitan husband-wife families with yearly incomes below
$10,000 moved within the area, whereas only 8 percent of the heads
of families with .yearly incomes above .$25,000 did so. Twenty-one
percent of the metropolitan population with income; below the poveriy
line' moved locally, compared to only 11 percent of the rest of *the
metrcipolitan population.

In trying to predict who-will move next year, a good kCet is to select
those who move this year. Tke moves that takd place in metropolitan

areas tend to occur within a limited segment of the populationmihat
moves repeatedly, while another segmentt moves rarely if at all. Young
adults in paiti'cular often go through a period of apartment-hopping
prior to marriage and the mobility-inhibiting mileitones of parmithood

and home purchase.

Why Do Peop0Move?
Schools, race, and crime often receive, top billing as the reasons for
moves in urban areas. Yet according to the mgvers themselves, these
neighborhood factoa.were the main reason fbr no more than one move
.ciut of twenty in metropolitan areas (table 8). Far more important were
the charaCteristics of) the dwelling itsell and changes in marital status.

In general, .movet/within metropolitan areas are housIng-related,
whereas long-distance moves More often .are motivated by employmettt
consideration's. The, two math categories of houging-rehited moves are
vo14tary housing adjustments and by-Oroductmoves.

Voluntary houikg adjustments Account for;ster half of all ryes,.
Vthin metropolitan areas. MQre space, a "bettke Pace,- and home pur-
chase, are the most common reasons. By-product moves occur is the
result or some other-decisiogto marry, to divorce, to leave the parents'

2 /*



Table 8
REASONS FOR MOVES WITHIN METROPOLITAN* AREAS: 1973

(Percentage Distribution)

r
mit Miriam within Metropolitan Areas

.....
co

.

VO

Primary Reason
All

Households

Famby Type
IS

None !daily
One-person
Households

None !daily
Couples. No

Children

Nonelderly
Couples

with
Children

Single-
Parent

Households

Family size change,
need more space

Change in marital
stator (marriage.
divorce, separation.
death of

-
!Atter house, Olt

conveniences . .

Homeownership

Establishment of
own household

Lower rent, less
expensive houle.

Neighborhood

%

15

12

12

11

9

7

5

6

.

12

10

5

18

9

4

in

28

9

14

5

5

3

25

; 4
t

12

48

5

5

18

12

14

4

11

8

5

Elderly /
Households/ White

Premoye HpusIng
RaCti Tenure

10.

Own Rent

2

( 22

19 '14

8, 12

.

11

12 9

7

6
5

.

kr

15 4

2 16

7

A
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k

4 e

A

a

Displacement by -
,public or
private act I

Commuting reasons /

Other reasons

Total -"
-

.5

4

20

7

.

3

6

27.

4

3

19 .

5

3

17
.4 4

.8

4

16

14

0

31

7

1

17

t(7.1-0 '''';

s

.

5

4

22

2

3

30

100

1

4

241

100

----.
100 100

_
100 100

_
100 100 ^100

.

SOURCE U.S. Department of Housing and Url Development, 1973 National Annual Housing Survey, public use files.
NOlp: Sample consists of all households in which head moved during the year preceding the interview date. "Other reasons" in=

cludes Job transfer, military service, retirement, new Job, other employment reasons, to go to school, to get closer to relatives,
other family reasons, school quality, wanted to rent, natural disaster, challg6 of climate, and unspecified other reasoris. No one
of these specific reasons accounted for more than 3 percent of the moves of any family type, with the eXceptions that 4 per-
cent of elderly movers wanted to move closer *to relatives and 5 percen; cited other family reasons. The listed family-type cate-
gories account for 89 percent of all mover households. Because of ttata limitAtions, statistics by premove tenure exclude the
24 percent'of all moves that involved a change in household head.

,
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18 URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

home. ln the case of eviction, thc decision is made .for the movtr.
Together, these by-product moves accourttAK over a quarter of all
moves wiThin metropohtan areas.

Not all farnily types move for the same reason. For example, 25 per-
cent of the local Moves by couples with, children are motivated by space
requirements, compared to 15 percent for all households. The elderly
arc not very mobile, and thcir moves ar.c three times as likely ctm be
involuntary as those Of nonelderly movers.

Regardless of thc type of housing they occupy, movers cite surpris-
ingly similar reasons for nmving. Blacks, most of whom reside in the
central city and whose housing is, op average, inferior to that of whites,
nonetheless report thc same reasons for thcir moves that whites do. The
only difference of any magnitude is that a higher proportion of moves
by.blacks arc for more space-19 percent compared tO 13 percent. for
moves by.whites.

Owners (mostly of single-family detached houses) and renters (mostly
of apartments) also give broadly similsar reasons for thcir moves, with
two exceptions. First, a greater .proportion of homeowners' moves arc
by-product moves associatefl with a change in marital 'statussepara-
tion and divorce, in particular. Second, mtwing to become a homeOwner
is an important reason only for premove renters, as would be expected.;

Some moves undoubtedly- arc responses to school conditions and
'changing neighborhood racial composition, and these moves arc im-
portant indicators of areas in trouble. Yet it should mit be surprisinr
that these consideriitions account for a tiny proportion of all moves.
Many metropolitan households have no school-age children, and many
parcnts of school-age children are either satisfied with-their schools or
see no bctter options. And, given the_present level of residential scgre-

. gation in U.S. metroPi)litanfiareas, relatively fcw households have any
neighbors or a different color from whom they Could be fleeing. Even

thosc neighborhoods that areracially changing, evidence is mixcd on
whether whites accelerate their out-mobility or if the transition comcs
about exclusively through a failure of whites a) move in as vacancies
occur [17,22].

Perceptions.of the level of crime in the local area have been found
to have only a slight effect on moves out of the neighborhood [3], and
movement by city dwellers to the suburbs is not very sensitive to city
crime rates [12]. Nor are commuting blidens a major 'cause of moves.
Although relatively few moves occur because of crinie rates or com-.
muting distances, cr:ime and transportation ranked first and Wird re-
spectively in a 1975 Gallup Poll that asked city dwellers what they
regarded as their community's worst proBlem. But felk people moVe for
these reasonS, either because they are unable to find a place that is safe

2 4
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or near their workplace or, More likely, because ttiey are unwilling to
give up another desirable feature of their housing in exchange for a
safer neighborhood or a place near work.

Housing Search
Sitce movers select their new house or apartment from among tltose
they *know to be available, the way they conduct Their housitig Search
has ststront bearing on the type, location, and price of the new dwelling

unit They eventually choose..Considering t'be importance and expense
of hooting for the average family, it is surprising how little shopping
goes on before it dwelling unit is selected. To illustrate, a recent survey
in two medium-sized metropolitan areas reve)jelrthat roughly 30 Ter-,.

cent cif the. movers looked at only the place they eventually moved to
(table 9). Less than a third looked at more than five places. Studies in
other housing markets corroborate this basic finding of limited searching.

- Table 9 also shows that home buyers look, at more places than do
renters, reflecting the greater financial commitment associated with
purchasing a home. Purchasers 'of new homes in Rarticular shop around
before deciding on a place, especially if they arein the market for an
expensive home.

A wide varietfof information sources are utilized during the search-L-

newspapers, friends, "for sale" signs, and real esate agents (table 10).
Many searchers tTe more than one of filese siources, although their
effectiveness in locating the unit ultimately selected varies widely. Market

information sources such as newspapers *and real estate agencies spe-
cialize in serving the higher-income and homeowner markets. Lower-
income households and renters find personal contacts to be -more

effective.
Housing searches are generally cimducted within very limited geo-

graphic areas. Searchers are more likely to become aware of available
dwelling units near their current residence than they are of otherwise
comparable units farther away, especially if they rely on nonm'arket
kormation sou es (s& fl 1] for references). This lotalized ktiowl-.
edge enhances the likelihood that 'Movers will .select units near their
curregt residence.

Housing searc es are sometimes unsuccessful. Some households that

!clan to move re ain where they are. Of familis stating in 1970 that
they planned to nove for housing-related reasons in the hext couple
of years, only 39 percent actually moved 14]. Renters, families headed
by a young pers n, and families living in crowded dwellings are the
most likely to'fulft.thcir. mobility expectations.

C

25
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20 URBAN 'RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

Table-9
NUMBER OF PLACES LOOKED AT DURING

-HOUSING SEARCH
(Pditentap Distributions)

South Bend and Surrounding
NuMber of St. Joseph County, Indiana

Phoenix and Surroundigg
Maricopa County.

Low-income
Renters

Arizona
Dwelling

Units
Visited.

Home
Buyers Renters

30 45

2-3 8 27 13

4-5 28 19 12

6-10 13 14

11-15 7, 6 30 NJ:.

;6+ 4 ..

Total 100 roo 100

"4

Buyers of Nein/Homes Nationwide

Number of
Subdivision

Sites
Visited

....

All
Buyers

" Purchase Price

Less than
,i, $30,000

$50.000.
$59,999

$70000
find over*

1-2 12 28 7 5 .

3-4 21 25 20 18

g-6 - 26 19 26 29

7-10 24 15 4 27 ./---). 23

11+ 17 13 20 25

Total 100 100 100 100. ....

SOURCES: PhoenixAbt Associates, Working Paper on Early Findings: Hous-
ing Allowance Demand Experiment (Cambridge, Mass., 1975);
South BendThe Rand Corpdration, Housing Assistance Supply
Experiment, unpublished tabulations (courtesy of K. McCarthy);
new homes nationwideMichael Sumichrast et al., Profile of a New
Home Buyer (Washington, D.C.: National Association of Home.
Builders, 1977). Data pertain to early and mid-1970s.

26
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Table 10
INFORMATION SOURCES DURING jOUSING SEARCH

' (Percentage, Distribution)
1"

Phoenix and
Surrounding

Maricopa
4t.--t. South Bend and Surrounding County.

St. Joseph County, Indiana Arizona

Low-Income
.Ntir.Home Buyers )Renters Renters

AT Percentage
Finding

Percentage Percentage
v

Finding Using as
Percentage Place Percentage Plano Primary

Using through through 'Source of
Information Souice Source Source

Using
SourCe Source Information'

4

Neirspaper ads 67 7 n
-

29 21
....

Realtors, rental agents 71 . 33 28 1 3

., acancy signs, billboards8 70 15 i4 6 23
. ,

- 4kends and relatives 56 32 . 75 39 , 42
. -

Ottier 13 25 11..

.,03. Total 100 100 100

Buys of New HOrnes Nationwide

441

How Buirutrolo First
Learned Place

All it
Buyers

Leas than
830.000

Newspaper ads 16 22
A a

Realtors 21 16t
Vacancy signs, billboards 35 33

Friendi and relatives 22 25

Other 6 -4

Total . too 100

Pt;rchase Price

150.000- $70.000
$59999 and over

9

24

41

20

6

100

10

32\

40

15

3

100

tiOURCES: Abt Associates, Working Paper on Early Findingi; Rand Corpora-
.

4 tion, Hqusing Assistance Supply Experiment, unpublished tabula-
', Corm: Sumlchraet et al., Profile of a New Home Buyer.

, a. More than one souice.could be reported.,4t

ea-
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22 URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

Housing Selection of Movers
A move generally involves a substantial housing adjustment. MovMg
to make a minor housing change is impractical, given the costs of
moving. Over two-thirdsof all metropolitan homeowners who moved
in 19,73 paid a price for the home they bought that differed by more
than $5,000 from the sales price of their old home. Sixty percent of
movers from one rental unit to another changed their housing apendi-
tures by more than 20 percent.

. The large changes in housing observed among individual movers are
masked by comparisons of average premove and postmove housing,
since consumption increases and consumption decreases tend to cancel
each other out in summary statistics'(table 11). Still, the typical move
is to a place that is slightly bigger, slightly more expensive, and slightly
farther frem'the place of work. For most families, a local move results
in an improvement in their housing conditions- Downgrading moves
are the exception. Families "undercOnsuming" housing relative to their
income are more likely toinove than are families "overconsuming." A

Table 11 ,

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS OF INTRAMETROPOLITAN
MOVERS BEFORE AND AFTER MOVING

Be ore After

Estimated house value
(median) ,372 $25,483

Monthly gross rental expenditures
(midian) $ 148 $ 151

Average bumber of rooms
(mean) 4.6 - 4.7

Average persons per room
(mean) .7 .6

Average distance from home to work
(employed household heads)
(mean) 8.4 miles 10.2 miles

SOURCES: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1973 .Annual
Housing* Survey, public use files; University of Michigan, institute
for Social Research, Survey%Research Center, Panel Study of M-
amie Dynamics (Ann Arbor, 1974) (distance-to-work figures only).-

NOTES: All figures:Are for movers with same head in previous and current
unit.Commuting figures are for metropolitan households that moved
intracounty, 1972-73. House value and rent statistics are for movers
who did not change housing tenure. Rooms are exclusive of bath-
rooms%

. 28
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"ratchet effect" is observedfamilies are/quick to adjust their housing
consumption upward but hesitant to cut tback In Although the magni-
tudes of housing-consumption increases vary among fferent racial and
economic groups, this general tendency for moves to ess crowded, more
expensive housing farther from the work place Ids for blacks and
whites, for the rich and for the poor In

There are, of course, counterexamples. i dren leaving their par-
ents' tome will probably move to smaller, less expensive housing, as
might some elderly movers. And, counter to the major flow, sotpe local
moves are primarily motivated by a desire to decrease coyinnuting
burdens.

Even if only one factor has precipitated a move, movers use the op-
portunity to adjust their housing in a number of ways, and these adjust-
ments involve tradeoffs. Commuting distance is an example. Although
very few people enjoy commuting, land and, Consequently, housing are
more expensive close to employment centers than in outlying areas.
Thus, someone spending a lot on housing saves more by living .in an
outlying area than does som one spen ng relatively little on housing.
This has, in fact, been propos as an planation for the tendency of
higher-bcome households to res bnybs. Therefore, it is not
surprising that a mover who wants to 'his housing consumption

Table 12
HOMEOWNERSHIP, BEFORE AND AFTER MOVING

(Percentage Distributions)

Movers Group

Tenure
r .

Own/Own

Before/Tenure After

Rent/Own Own/Rent

All
tomblna.

HoneRent/Reett

All intrametropolitan movers 51 16 . 13 - 20 100

Young married movets
(32 percent of all movers) 48 19 27 6 100

Elderly movers
(4 percent of all movers) . 46 18 8 28 100

New household ,

formation movers
(20 percent of ali,movers) 20 15 2 63 100

.SOURCE: University of Michigan, Panel Study of income Dynamics.

NOTES: Saenple represents U.S. households in metropolitan areas that moved
lntracounty, 1972-73. Young marrieds are couples, head under age 45,
with or without children; elderly households have head age 65+;
new household formation moves are mostly those of children leaving
parents' home and of divorced marriage partners.

A
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would rpove to a place farther from high-priced employment centers and,
therefore, pibbahly farther from his place of work. The mover attempts
to minimize location costs, which are jointly determined by commuting
costs and housing prices.

#11

One out of every threelboves in wban areas involves a change in
housing tenure (table.12). Most of till changes from renting to owning
are by young married households, while most of the own-to-rent moves
occur among the elderly or as Part of a new household formation.
Income, life-cycle stage, prernove housing tenure, and local housing-
stock composition all irtOuence whether movers buy or rent 119].

Moves in metropolitak aims typically do not criss-cross the metropo-
lis. As mentioned in thelirevious seltibit, only one move in five crosses
the city line. Because ot the better knowledge of nearby options and a
common preference not to *aye the current neighborhood, a dispropor-
tionate share of all mdves are from one house or apartment to another in
the same neighborhood. A survey of 1,500 households from 43 metro-
politan areas in the mid-1960s showed that one-third of all intrametro-.
politan moves were from one dwelling unit to another in the same
neighborhood 121. Over two-thirds of the moves were less than five
miles in distance. Among loW-income households, nonwhites, central-
city residents, and the elderly, the average distance of move was found
to. be even less. than for the sample overall. Another survey revealed
that fewer suburban than central-city residents moved from a dwelling
unit in the same neighborhobd. Between a third and a half of the intra-
SMSA movers surveyed stay,:l in their original neighborhood [231

3 0
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URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY: POLICY

The Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 called for:

the reduction of the isolation of income groups within communities
and geographical areas and the promotion of -an increase in the
diversity-and vitality of neighborhoods through the spatial decon-
centration4pf housing opportunities for persons of lower income and
the revitalization of deteriorating or deteriorated neighborhoods to
-attract persons of higher income.

Since the urban 'poor are found isproportionately in the gentral cities,
deconcentration means encouraging moves to the subuit. Since de-
teriorated neighbOrl)oods are found mostly in cities and hrgher-income
households are found disproportionately in the suburbs, a movement of
higher-incciing households from suburbs to cities is implied as well.

How can public polic% facilitate this pogulation redistribution? An
impollant lezison to be drawn from research on ,residential Mobility is
that public policy can more easily affect the destination choice of movers
than the decision to move. The data show that the decision to move is
generally independent of miterate changes in households' financial
coviditions and housing-market conditions, precisely the changes public
programi conceivably could generate. On the ottier hand, the housing
choice of movers may be more sensitive to factors that public policy can
alter. Consequently, pubfig.wrograms should concentrate on steering
moves, instead of attempting to cause theni.

4 ,

Facilitating the Suburbanization of the Poor
The urba n. pool- will be Sable to move to the suburbs only if adequate,

.low-cost housing is available there. For 'many' of the urban poor, the
lack- of low-cost suburban housing is a barrier. At recent congressional
hearings, an official of the city of Hartford, Connecticut, testified:

We recognize and accept the fact that our [Hartford's] poorer resi-
dents cannot leave the city. The lack of low and moderate income
housing in the suburbs is forcing suburbia's children out of their
hometowns. There surely is no room there for the urban poor.

The picture in other metropolitan areas may not be 'as bleak as that
painted for Hartford. In fact, the national statistics presented in the:first
seetion of this paper show that people of all income groups are Itiiying
the cities. But' the cold fact is that suburban jurisdictions have g vested
eConomic interest in keeping low-income households out, since they
contribute less to lecal tax coffeis than they draw off in services. the

25 -
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26 URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY

economic motivation behind exclusionary suburban practices is often
accentuated by racial and social attitudes.

ilighequrisdictions occasionally have to takC the lead in providing
low-income housing opportunities in thc suburbs. More and more, states
and private parties have been using .the courts to.challenge, and some-
times overcome, restrictive suburban practices 15, 6, 201. The federal
government, in addition 'to legal action, has the weapon of grants,
Cominunity Development Block Grants in particular, that can be wish-.
held from jurisdictions that do not/pursue policies consistent with. pro-
viding housing for 4111 those who amid be "expected to reside" there.

The availability of low-cost housing opportunities in thc suburbs is
necessary for thc movement out from the city, hut it is not sufficient
alone. The housing-search proces! is another potentially fruitful area for
public intervendon. As shown in the previous section, most households
limit their housing search in both duration and spatial extent. Low-
income households, renters, and minorities, all of whom rely heavily
on nonmarket information sources, have especially limited search hori-
zons. Programs to heighten awareness of suburban opportunities among
the cities' poor will promote their movement to the suburbs.

The major new federal housing-subsidy program of the 1970---the
Secti -8 .programallows its low-income recipients considefable free-
don4n selecting where they will live. The subsidy is tied to the house-
hold rather than to the _housing unit, as was the iltle in 'previous
progra s. Combining housing-search assistance with the subsidy would
promote deconcentration,-which evidence shows is unlikely to occur
otherwise [11.

Expansion of suburban low-income housing opportunities will not
result in a Ourvement otttward by a representative sampling of the city's
poor. Because of thek higher mobility rates,.the y'oung and the renters
among the city's poor will be thOrst to respond to new suburban oppori
tunities and will therefore be overrepresented among thSe leaving the
city. The elderly poor will lag behind.

Attracting the Middle Class to the City
What are the prospects for attracting the suburban middle class to the
city? While the benefits of a move to the suburbs by the urban poor are
seen as accruing mostly to the movers, the benefits of midd1e7clas
movement to the city most often citedan enlargeCtx base and a
rehabilitated housing stockaccrue to the city. This asymmetry makes
it difficult for cities to attraci middle-class households. People move
when and where it is in their self-interest to do so. If part of the middle-
class flow into cities that is now pee ring is attributable to teIiporary
conditiOns of relative housing scarcit t!, high costs in suburbjth areas,
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then the movement will stop as soon as market conditions change. lf,
on,the other hand, moves to the city are a response to changing prefer-
ences for city living and are not sensitive to moderate changes in rela-
tive city/suburban housing-market conditions, thc movement may be
more lasting. At present, however, national opinion surveys fail to
indivate that preferences are shifting toward city living.

Current suburbanites are one source of potential movers into the city,
but cities should give special attention to attracting middle-class house-
holds moving into the metropolitan arca for the first time. Historically,
the city has been the destination of the poor who.come to the arca, from
either the rural South or abroad. Now most migrants arc arriving front
other metropolitan areas, and they tend tochave abovc-average incomes;
Since these in-migrnts generally have no prior attachments to suburban
locations, they may be eqsier for the city to ttract than current subur-

.

. Promotion of homeownership opportunities in the city would facili-
tate thc attraction of the middle class. SuburbS have !warty two and
one-half owner-occupied housing units for every renter-occupied unit.
In cities, the ratio is only onc to one,'and in large cities, the ratio is
even lower. Since homeownership is particularly attractive to higher-
income households and is thc motivation for a substantial fraction of
all moves, cities need to consider strategies for inducing conversion of
rental units, while minimizing the unfavorable impact of conversion on
poor renters.

The middle class will have little reaNt to live in the city if their jobs
are in the suburbs. Consequently, cities peed to attract appropriate em-
plbyers if they are to attract middle-class residents. Manufacturing and
other relatively low-paying industries may provide job opportunities for
the city's poor, but this type of employment holds little atiraction for
the middle class. Profe-ssional, and scientific firms and corporate head-
quarrs will-drav more upper-income households.to homes in the city.
With the growth in the number of twrikearner households, employment
location can be expected to play an increasingly important role in resi-

.
dential locational chokes. -

In addition to housing and employmeftt, urban amenities are impor-
tant for attractinkthe iniddle class tu cities. Houses and offices alone
are probably nesufficient. Since middle- and upOer-income households
have the financial means to obain a decent house in tither the city or
the suburbs, their locational choice may depend upon where they can
fipd such "extras" as cultural, entertainment, and recreational facilities,
architectural diversity, and parkti; Several recent federal and local pM-
grams to support urban.parks, atts and cult-tire, and inner-city "shop-
steading," while Only modestly ttnded, are- small steps in the right
direction. t,

\.
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Retaining the Cities' Middle Class'
A conclusion to be drawn from mobility research is that it is easier to
keep people from moving out of an area than to attract people in from
sotneWhere else. For this reason, perhaps the most promising source of
middle-class households for the nation's cities is the population already
in the cities.

Historically, citics have been breeding grounds for the middle class,
who often have fled the city as soon as their income growth enabled
ttrem to afford to move to the suburbs. In making this move, they over-
came the tendency discussed earlier for movers to choose a place near
their previous residence. To keep the homegrown middle class from
moving out to the suburbs, cities only have to offersomparable oppor-
tunities. Citics do not have to offer mov than the 4rbs, as might be
necessary to attract movvs-in.

Assisting People and Assisting Places ,

Residential mobiliq patterns are both cause and effect of public policy
toward urban areas. Spme policies, notably FEIA mortgage insuripice
practices and developinent of the interstate highway system, have sup-
ported development of suburbs that have been Populated in part by
people who have moved out from the cities. On the other hand, some
policies haVe been adopted in response to patterns of movemeir
suburban growth controls_ are a prime example.

The effects of these programs illustrate an urban policy dilemma.
Programs to assist people may adversely affect,plases, and vice versa.
The FHA and the interstate highway system have benefited people by
increasing the availability vand accessibility of affordable housing, but at
the same time, these programs have facilitated middle-class movement
out of' the city. Suburban growth controls may preserve the character
of communities, but prospective in-movers bear the burden of restricted
and costly access to the community.

fentral-city revitalization is a major focus of current federal pro-
grains. To accomplish this goal at minimal human cost, suburban hous-
ing opportunities for tht poor must be expanded while the cities are
being made More ittractive to the middle class. Success in opening the
suburbs to the city's poor 'will only further the abandonment of the city
if middle-class suburbanites are not attracted to take the place of the
poor. On the other hand, if middle-class suburbanites are/attracted to
the city while the suburbs remain inaccessible to the.poor, the city's
fiscal position and housing stock- may benefit, but the city's poor will

suffer from escalating housing costs and displacement by higher-income

in-:movers,
. §patiaLitargeting of assistance to low-income households in urban

Vt.% 11
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areas can be used to promOte changes in residential location. But sonic
difficult decisions must be made. With regard .to housing assistance,
should housing programs be targeted on central cities, where the poor
and minorities are disproportionately located, or should the programs
concentrate on improving suburban housing opportunities for the urban
poor? The same issue is raised by employment assiitance programs. Pro-
viding employment opportunities in the urVn core, a central element
of the- federal governments emerging urbankolicy, will reduce the in-
centive for the poor to finb a 'residence in the suburbs. In the absence
of budget constraints, one might increase opportunities for everyone
everYwhere. Budget realities, however, dictate that difficult balances be
struck among conflicting policy goals. Tradeoffs between assisting people
and assisting places are unavoidable. -

DiNereity In Urban America

This paper has dealt primarily with national aggr ates and with the
typical metropolitan area in which the central city. i losing population
and is less affluent than its suburban -ring. But the 1kliversity of metro-
politan areas must NI considered when polities a programs concern-
ing residential mobilitLare formulated. The residential mobility patterns
of declining areas are different from those of growing areas, of which
there are still many. Although most cities are not as rich as their suburbs,
some are, and they are found predominantly in growing metropolitan
areas 1181 In these cities especially, it iS less important to lure middle-
class suburban households into the city than it is to induce middle-class
households akeady in the city to remain there.

Newly developing urban programs of the seventies, such as block
grants for commutfity development and transportation and the Section
8 housing assistance *gram, acknowledge metropClitan diversity and
can be custom-tailored to meet local needs. They are welcome innova-
tiOns in the federal portfolio of programs, providing the flexibility
required at the local level to deal with an important dimension of metro-
politan area diversityresidential mobility.

. J
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